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According to Ovum, “...by the end of the second
quarter of 2003, one year after multimedia messaging
services (MMS) first began to appear, over 100
operators worldwide had launched subscriber
services based on MMS.”1 In this rush to deliver
MMS, many services have faltered. 

The good news is that public awareness of MMS is
increasing as operators start dedicating some of their
marketing budget to picture messaging – the most
popular MMS application. Now, many more handset
models feature integrated cameras (instead of the
original camera attachments), and operators can
choose from a broader line of MMS handsets. 

With more feature flexibility comes greater
customer choice, but this is just the beginning.
Considering the overall subscriber experience,
MMS could be improved.

S u b s c r i b e r s  a r e  ‘ F e e l i n g  t h e  P a i n ’

When it comes to mobile services, technology
sometimes evolves quicker than the user experience.
Based on the problems listed here, it is not surprising
that subscribers might perceive MMS as just another
technology experiment.

L i m i t e d  S e r v i c e

Many users cannot send messages across networks
and, if they do, what is received is not always what
the sender intended. This issue became big news
when Forbes.com reported, “Most of the time users
can’t exchange pictures the way they do on TV
commercials.”2 Unfortunately, many subscribers learn
about the glitches too late, making customer
retention a challenge, as described in a critical Wall
Street Journal article.3 To start combating the problem,
over 100 GSM operators have signed an agreement to
collaborate on improving the MMS experience.4

M e s s a g e s  n o t  R e c e i v e d  

Subscribers do not realise that the message they send
from their provider will not necessarily be delivered
to their friend whose service is hosted by another
provider. In Europe, progress has been made with
intra-country interoperability, but the majority of
plans for both regional and global intercarrier
interoperability for MMS are still on the drawing
board. Subscribers are left wondering why their text
messages work but their MMS messages do not.

P h o t o s  C a n n o t  b e  S h a r e d  

With such a low penetration of MMS handsets
today, operators need to extend the MMS
community to Internet e-mail users and legacy
handset users, so those who buy camera phones have
more options for sending pictures. Unfortunately,
the user experience is usually broken in most
services. e-Mail users cannot render MMS messages
well and, in many cases, operators do not allow 
e-mail users to reply back to the MMS handset for
fear of receiving spam. In addition, legacy handset
users cannot render pictures at all, even though they
may have a WAP browser that could display them. 

If MMS is to be the gateway to a whole range of new
opportunities for the mobile industry, we need to
work together to make sure it succeeds.

Mak i n g  MMS  B e t t e r

For MMS to be successful, operators should focus on
eight key areas in their deployment.

1. Implement inter-carrier interoperability now – As
we have seen with some of the initial deployments
(see Figure 1), MMS interoperability will rapidly
accelerate MMS usage like SMS interoperability
did before. Consider using an ‘interoperability
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gateway service’ to speed up time to market while
planning direct connections to major operators. By
striking a single deal with a gateway provider, an
operator can connect to all other operators quickly
and easily. This is the model that worked for short
message service (SMS) in North America.
Regardless, a gateway will be necessary in the
future to connect to smaller and foreign operators.

2. Launch MMS push campaigns – MMS is a great
channel for delivering marketing campaigns or
information services to your subscribers. For
multimedia content campaigns, you will need a
multimedia messaging service centre (MMSC) that
can scale efficiently to thousands of messages per
second. Most MMSCs currently deployed cannot
scale to meet this need (see Figure 2). Operators
should consider installing a second MMSC to handle
push traffic without impacting the current service.

3. Optimise multimedia content for the target device
– MMS content renders differently on different
handsets. Subscribers want to choose their handset
without having to worry about message
reception. It is the providers’ job to use an
MMSC that can adapt messages and content for

the target device. MMSCs are available today that
can modify the MMS message for optimum
performance on the destination device. (For
example one way to adapt a video message to a
device that does not have a video player is to
convert the video clip to an animated gif.)

4. Use a single client for all messaging – Whether it is
text or multimedia, the subscriber should not have
to worry about technology. Your client should
automatically route messages via SMS or MMS
depending on rules. This vastly improves the user
experience. Users simply want to send a message.
Imagine getting a picture message from someone
and wanting to reply with text. Users should be able
to simply reply, as opposed to having to close the
MMS client, find the SMS client, compose a new
message and add the destination phone number. 

5. Have a legacy handset plan – Providers that do
not have an MMSC that can deliver a quality user
experience to legacy handsets are missing an
opportunity. A good experience for the legacy
handset owner not only eliminates complaints
from both sender and receiver, but could spark an
interest in MMS, encouraging subscribers to
upgrade their handset. Operators should include
the text of the MMS in the SMS notification (so
users have context for the message) and render
pictures via the WAP browser on the phone. 

6. e-Mail matters – The PC experience matters.
There is more to MMS than what happens on the
handset. Developing a comprehensive PC
experience is also important. If subscribers cannot
play audio clips or if messages come through as
text with several attachments, the message’s
impact is lost. Be prepared to deliver messages
with HTML rendering and offering a Web SMIL
Player to e-mail users. By embracing legacy and 
e-mail users, you do more than simply improve
their experience; you are also extending the
market to include very large communities that
will accelerate uptake of your service.

7. Focus on billing – Because most MMSCs do not
offer a flexible billing interface, many operators
have launched their service without billing (and
without revenue). The result is that MMS quickly
becomes devalued. The bottom line is that
operators should bill when their service launches,
not only to generate revenue, but also to track the
behaviour of users so operators can improve the
service. They should launch the service for all
users, including prepaid users.

8. Do not forget to block spam – The right MMSC
delivers a good multimedia experience for e-mail
users while blocking spam. It will also give operators
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Figure 1: The Effect of Inter-Carrier MMS Interoperability
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Figure 2: Campaign Applications Require Much Higher Scalability
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more control so users can choose to receive and pay
for e-mail messages, allowing operators to bill for
inbound e-mail and prevent messaging abuse.

T u r n i n g  S o l u t i o n s  i n t o  R e v e n u e  –
D i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  Y o u r  S e r v i c e

MMS is a great opportunity for providers to
distinguish their service and create real brand 
value for their subscribers. For all operators, brand
loyalty is vital. Like other consumer models,
delivering brand value directly correlates to customer
loyalty, and this loyalty means less churn and greater
average revenue per user with lower marketing
expenses. With mobile number portability, the need
to differentiate your service is even more critical.
The following suggestions may help with this. 

• Get the customer experience right – Offer a
single client for all messaging needs and minimise
the number of clicks required to send a message.
Ensure that multimedia content renders well on
all devices, including PCs and legacy handsets.

• Launch services beyond basic person-to-person – Be
prepared to do more. MMS can be a vital marketing
tool to help build the business while delivering
valuable services to subscribers. MMS is a one-to-
many service. From information services, weather
alerts, sports, games, adult content, marketing push
campaigns and interactive television, MMS is a
critical tool for differentiating an operator’s service.

• Differentiate with a standards-based service –
Operators do not need a proprietary solution to
differentiate. By focusing on the subscriber
experience, a standards-based solution can get
operators to market quickly. It will allow them to
roll out new services more rapidly by giving them
access to developers and content providers that will
not have to learn a proprietary architecture. Finally,
a standards-based solution protects your investment
because you are not locked in to a single vendor.

Following are some examples of operators trying
new ways to win with MMS.

• Billing by content type – Canada’s Telus Mobility
charges by content type. There is a price for text,
for pictures and for audio clips. If users send a
message with two pictures and one audio clip,
they pay for two pictures and one audio clip. If a
user sends a long text message (using MMS), they
pay the same as an SMS (the text price).5

• Third-party content applications – In Brazil, Vivo
has an MMS mini-site developed by Pmovil that
offers distinctive and creative content-enabling
users to send and receive MMS ‘torpedoes’. Users
who have MMS-enabled phones can receive the
MMS torpedoes whether they are sent from
another type of handset or via the Internet. Pmovil
is responsible for Vivo’s MMS-based website
content. This collaboration revolutionises the
concept of multimedia content by enriching it
exponentially. For example, a user may send
images from football games or pictures of events
and celebrities associated with these events.6

• Charging for MMS from day one – SONOFON,
Denmark, has an MMS solution based on
Openwave’s MMSC. By working with End2End,
they were able to launch the service in less than 60
days, which included billing integration. Thanks to
End2End’s turnkey managed service, SONOFON
became the first operator to bill for MMS in
Denmark. SONOFON’s customers are able to
send photo messages using a composer available on
SONOFON’s website. The site uses pictures from
a personal gallery alongside animations delivered by
Iceland-based ZooM Hf. The price of a
multimedia message is DKr3 (€0.40) for both post-
paid and prepaid users – well below the average
price level in Europe. MMS animations and other
content services have premium prices.7

• Prepaid billing – Vodacom, South Africa, became
the world’s first operator to launch an MMS
offering that serves both the mass prepaid market
and the smaller – but lucrative – contract business
preferred by wealthier corporate and business
subscribers. The country’s demographics led to a
mass prepaid market that prefers the controllable
cost and anonymity of prepaid systems.
Vodacom’s prepaid packages, Vodago and 4U,
now account for more than 90% of all new
connections to the Vodacom network.8

Mak i n g  MMS  Wo r k  f o r  Y o u

It is up to us as an industry to make sure MMS has a
prosperous future. Selecting the right partners and
MMSC to incorporate with your existing MMSC is
key to improving your current service and providing
new services. By focusing on the subscriber
experience to ensure that MMS really delivers on its
promise, MMS will succeed as a revenue-generating
service and differentiator. MMS is a viable, profitable
data service for any operator’s portfolio. ■
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